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AND SEAM TRACKiNG CONTROL These and furtber objects, uses, and advantages of the 
wiltjam A. wall, Jr., and Vaughn H, yost, ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ i l l ~ ,  present invention will become apparent as the description 
Ala., assignors to the United States of America as repre- 5 praceeds. 
sented by the Adminisbtor of the National Aero- Brief szimmary o f  the invention 
nautics and Space Administration 
Filed Aug. 7, 1967, Ser. No. 658,956 The invention provides a weldisg head which will auto- 
Int. CI. B23k 3/00, 9/12 matically rotate a torch about the point defined by the 
U.S. C1.228-7 21 claims intersection of the arc and the work surface and an elec- 
10 trical control means which mill maintain a constant weld 
or seam tracking velocity for the torch. The welding 
ABSTRACT O F  THE DISCLOSURE 
head includes a welding torch manipulator mounted op a 
proximity actuated arm. The arm is adapted to be carried 
Apparatus for automatically maintaining a welding by a carriage or skate along a track in such a manner 
torch at a desired angle to the work and at a constant l5 that it remains perpendicular to the longitudinal direction 
welding speed using an electrical computer to make the of the track and positions the torch manipulator adjacent 
necessary adjustments caused by the shape of the work the seam of the work surface. The weld velocity which is 
surface based on the relationship of the carriage velocity, represented by the tracking velocity of the arm relative to 
actuator arm velocity, and welding velacity. 2o the work surface has a magnitude which is the resultant 
of the instantaneous carriage velocity and the actuator 
arm velocity. T$e mechanical relationship of the carriage 
Background of the inventioft and actuator arm fizes the carriage and actuator arm 
velocities at a right angle to each other. Thus the tracking 
The invention described herein was made by employees velocity of the arm relative to the work surface forms a 
of the United States Government and may be manufac- 25 hypotenuse to the right angled carriage and actuator arm 
tured and used by or for the Government for govern- velocities. 
mental purposes without the Payment of any royalties A simple electrical control means is provided based 
thereon or therefor. upon the right triangle relationship of the carriage veloc- 
This invention relates to  apparatus for ~ut~matical ly  ity, actuator arm velocity, and seam tracking velocity so 
tracking a seam in a work, and more particular for main- as to maintain a substantially constant seam tracking 
taining a welding torch at some predetermined angle and velocity by varying the carriage velocitly. Also, this same 
velocity to the work. control uses the unique relationship of the velocities to  
In the art of precision welding components of relative maintain the torch a t  a desired angle to the work. The 
large articles such as, for example, tanks, ship hulls, etc., 3j  torch manipulator has a combination of shafts and pivot 
a track and carriage combination is commonly utilized. members operated by a motor and synchro devices which 
The track herebefore, has generally been contoured to the are capable of maintaining the torch at a desired angle to 
shape of the article to be fabricated and has beeq placed the work surface in accordance with signals from the elec- 
parallel to the seam to be welded. The carriage, often trical control means. 
referred to as the skate, supports a welding torch and other This wiil be more readily understood by the fouowing 
apparatus and is placed on the track so as to be movable detailed description when taken together with the accom- 
thereon. The welding torch may be mounted on an actu- panying drawings. 
ated arm which is automatically adjusted to paintain the 
welding torch at the proper distance from the seam sbould Brief description o f  the drawings 
it curve toward or away from the torch. FIGURE 1 is a side view of the welding head 
One method of keeping the carriage speed constant dur- 45 apparatus; 
ing the welding operation has been to spring load a rub- FIGURE 2 is a perspective of the torch manipulator of 
ber tired metal wheel against the surface of the material the welding head; 
being welded. The rotary motion is used to generate a FIGURE 3 is a cross sectional view of the torch manip- 
voltage known as the sensing voltage. This sensing voltage ulator of FIGURE 2 with the cross seam adjustment 
is then compared to a reference voltage which represents 50 mechanism removed; 
the desired welding speed. If the sensed and reference FIGURE 4 is a schematic illustrating the principle of 
voltages are equal, a drive motor continues to operate the operation of the apparatus shown in FIGURE 1; 
carriage at the same speed. If the sensed voltage is greater FIGURE 5 is a velocity diagram tlsed in computing the 
or less than the reference voltage, the drive motor is desired angle between the torch and the work; and 
varied to correct the carriage speed. Other devices such as s5 FIGURE 6 is an electrical schematic of the circuit used 
optical tachometers have also been used to cause the gen- to operate the apparatus of FIGURE 1. 
eration of a voltage which is proportional to the carriage Detniled description of the einboriirnellt 
speed. 
With the introduction of large and awkward shape tanks The welding head II and its support apparatus is illus- 
in rocket construction, the prior art devices for welding 60 trated in FIG. 1.  It comprises a conventional actuator 
through increasingly sharp and diverse angles of large 13 which is adapted to be mounted on a carriage or 
structures have not proven to be satisfactory because of skate 15 which moves along a track adjacent the seam to 
their reliance on mechanical sensors or probes and a weld- be welded. The carriage 15 and its associated track are 
ing head of limited movement. not disclosed since they may be of a type such as dis- 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 65 closed in U.S. Patent 3,229,883, which issued to V. N. 
to provide a welding head with an inherent ability to main- yost on Jan. 18, 1966. For reasons which will become 
tain constant weld speed at the point of the arc without apparent as the description proceeds, it is important that 
contour programming, jigs, templates, or tape control and the actuator arm 13 to be so situated on the carriage 15 as 
without regard to the contour and surface finish of the to be perpendicular to the track. It is, therefore, necessary 
work piece. 70 if the carriage moves on a curved track about the work, 
Another object is to provide a welding torch manipula- for the carriage to be designed to maintain the actuator 
aim perpendicular to the track when the track curves cent its rear by the two cross shafts 73. The forward end 
as well as when the track is straight. The cairiage dis- of the elongated member 75 has a short vertical shaft 
closed in U.S. Paient 3,229,683 accomplishes this pur- 77 journaled therein which supports at its lower end the 
pose. torch mounting block 79. The shaft 47 is adapted for 
The actuator arm 13 has a supporting base 17 and car- pivoted or rotatable movement by the action of two rods 
ries the unique torch manipulator 19 of the present in- 81 which are pivotally joined to the ends of a short beam 
vention on the end thereof adjacent the joint to be welded. 83 secured to the upper portion of the vertical shaft 
The arm 13 includes a slide bar 21 adapted to move back 77. It can be seen that if one of rods 81 pull and the other 
and forth through linear bearing assemblies 23 attached pushes on the short beam 83, the torch mounting block 
to the base 17. The forward end of the slide bar 21 s u p  79 may be rotated to a desired angle. The rear of the 
ports a mounting plate 25 for the torch manipulator 19 rods 81 are pivotally connected to a crank arm 85 so as 
and the back end of the slide bar 21 supports a servo mo- to push and pull causing rotation of the torch mounting 
tor 27 and gearing assembly 29 and a tachometer DC gen- block 79 in accordance with the pivoting movements of 
erator 31. The linear bearing assemblies 23 do not per- the crank arm 85. The elongated member 75 has at its rear 
mit rotation of the slide bar 21 about its longitudinal axis. 15 a vertical portion 86 with an upper forwardly extending 
The servo motor 27 and gearing assembly 29 drive an flange 88 which is substantially parallel over its lower 
elongated screw 33 which acts through a nut assembly 35 portion. 
fixed to an upstanding support 37. The upstanding s u p  The crank arm 85 is a channel-like member with a short 
port 37 is secured to the base 17 adjacent the forward lower flange 87 joined to the rear of the rods 81 and a 
linear bearing assembly 23 and has its center portion re- 20 rather long upper flange 89 pivoted to the middle of the 
moved so as not to interfere with the action of the slide forwardly extending annular portion 69 by being secured 
bar 21. to the shaft 91 of a synchro transmitter 93 which is held 
It is apparent that as the servo motor 27 drives the and supported by the annular portion 69. 
elongated screw 33 clockwise or counterclockwise it will At the rear of the crank arm 85 and extending upward- 
by acting through the fixed nut assembly 35 cause the 25 ly from its upper flange 89 is a shaft 95 which is con- 
slide bar 21 to move either forward or backward in rela- nected to the shaft 97 of a gear head 99 driven by a servo 
tionship to the base 17. The servo motor 27 is controlled motor 101. The gear head 99 and servo motor 101 com- 
by a conventional electrical system (not shown) for main- bination are securely fastened to the upper flange 88 of the 
taining constant arc length by comparing the arc voltage elongated member 75. The center axis of the shaft 95 is 
with a reference voltage and feeding the difference into a 30 equidistance from the pivot points of the rods 81 and 
servo amplifier. The tachometer generator 31 supplies the crank arm $5. 
electrical analog of the velocity of the moving actuator It  can be seen that as the servo motor 101 attempts to 
arm 13 for a purpose which will be discussed hereinafter. rotate the crank arm shaft 95 that it causes a rotative 
Referring to FIGS. 1, 2, and 3 which illustrate the force to be produced which will drive the elongated mem- 
welding torch manipulator or holder 19 of the welding 35 ber 75 along the cross shafts 73. Also, the action of the 
head. As shown best in FIG. 1, the torch holder 19 has elongated member 75 sliding on the cross shafts 73 will 
a cross seam adjustment mechanism 39 attached to the in turn apply the rotative force to the side blocks 71 along 
forward end of the proximity actuator arm 13. The cross the forwardly extending shafts 67 and cause the blocks 
seam adjustment mechanism 39 supports a torch angle 71 to slide. ~ h u s ,  rotation of the crank arm 85 in a clock- 
mechanism 41 which allows the torch 43 to manipulate 40 wise direction will cause a clockwise rotation of the torch 
and is specifically designed to rotate the torch 43 about angle mechanism 41 about the pivot formed by the crank 
the point where the welding arc intersects the work 45. It arm 85 and upper annular portion 69. 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the major The elongated member 75 of course is always parallel 
advantages of the present invention is that the bulk of to the forwardly extending shafts 67 even though the ar- 
the welding head 11 is remote from the work 45 and rangement of perpendicular shafts 67 and 73 allows the 
physical interference with the actual welding operation is 45 member 75 to rotate about the pivot point formed by 
minimized. the shaft 91 of the synchro transmitter 93. The rotation 
The cross seam adjustment mechanism is defined by a of the member 75 is, however, limited by the 
generally vertical main frame 47 having a top 49 and hot- present shafts arrangement to an angle of approximately 
ton1 51 flange extending forwardly therefrom. The main plus or minus forty degrees. 
frame 47 is secured to the mounting plate 25 of the aCtu- 50 Since the crank arm 85 will pivot as the elongated 
ator arm 13. member 75 slides on the shafts 67 and 73 in a rotative 
Two shafts 53 extend between the two flanges 49 and 51 movement, the rods 81 will both push and pull the cross 
of the main frame portion 47 for slidably mounting of the heam $3 causing the vertical follower shaft 77 to rotate. 
torch angle manipulator 41. An elongated screw 55, see The rotation of the shaft 95 in a clockwise direction will, 
FIGS. 2 and 3, extends mid-way between the two shafts 55 therefore, cause a clockwise rotation of the crank arm 
53 and is journaled at its lower end to the bottom flange 85 which by the action of the rods 81 will cause a clock- 
51 and is secured at its upper end to the shaft 57 of a wise rotation of the short vertical follower shaft 77. As 
servo motor 59 secured to the top flange 49. the torch mounting block 79 is orientated on the follower 
As shown best in FIG. 3, the main body 61 of the torch shaft 77 in the same manner as the crank arm 85 is 
angle mechanism 41 is slidably mounted on the two shafts 60 orientated on the shaft 95, the centerlines of both the 
53 and has a bore 63 through which the elongated screw crank arm 85 and the mounting block 79 will be 55 extends. Inside the bore 63 of the mount is a nut 65 coincident or parallel. 
which the screw 55 acts through, Thus, the servo motor It is apparent, therefore, that the rotation of the crank 59 nlay be energized to cause the main body 61 LO adjust arm 85 about the fixed shaft 95, is transposed between the top and bottom flanges $9 and 51 and thus G5 by the movement of the elongated body 45, the rods 81, 
positioned the torch angle mechanism 41 at its nlost ad- and the shaft 79 lo the mounting block 99. yhus, the ra- 
vantageous position. dius of the curve traced by the crank a ~ m  $5 is the same 
As by and 2~ the main body 61 Of the as that traced by the mounting block 79. The torch 43 is 
mechanism 41 has two side shafts 67 extending forward- 
ly therefrom and an upper forwardly annular 70 situated on the centerline of the mounting block so as to 
portion 69, A side block 71 is slidably mounted on each radially point toward the center of curvature which is de- 
n ~ n ~ ~  C ~ T  signed to correspond to the intersection of the torch arc 
x l n l t  " I .  
Perpendicular to the side shafts 67 are two crosy shafts and the work surface. The net effect is that the torch 43 
73 which extend between and are joined to the side blocks rotates about the intersection of the arc and work surface 
71. An elongated member 75 is slidably supported adja- 7s at an angle which is equal to the angle the shaft 95 of 
3,443,732 
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the synchro transmitter 93 rotates when the crank arm the output of the potentiometer 213, and the differential 
85 pivots. output is fed into a servo ampiifier 215. 
The operation of the welding head will be more fully The output of the servo amplifier 215 drives a servo 
understood by reference to the schematic shown in FIG. motor 217 connected to the same shaft 219 as the wiper 
4. Assuming that the carriage 15 is traveling on a straight 213 so as to rotate the wiper to a voltage equal and 
track 16 and the torch 43 is arc welding a curved work- opposite the tachometer generator voltage Ey. since the 
piece 45, it can be seen that the torch 43 will have a lesistance of the sine potentiometer is distributed as the 
velocity vector toward the work surface due to the action sine of the shaft angle, the resultant potentiometer shaft 
of the actuator arm 13 as well as a carriage velocity vec- angle rotation from zero degrees is the desired angle +. 
tor parallel to the longitudinal direction of the track 16 Also, connected to the shaft 219 of the sine ~otentiom- 
due to the motion of the carriage 15. These velocity vec- eter 211 is a synchro transmitter 221 and a cosine po- 
tors, as illustrated in FIG. 5, form two sides of a right tentiometer 223. The synchro transmitter 221 is eleetri- 
triangle. The welding velocity vector along the work sur- cally connected to a synchro control transformer 93 pre- 
face forms the hypotenuse of the right triangle. viously discussed in reference to FIGS. 1, 2, and 3. In 
Because the torch 43 is electrically controlled to main- 15 FIG. 6, the welding head manipulator is schematically 
tain proximity to the work surface by the action of the illustrated in a simplified manner by showing of a shaft 
actuator arm 13, it is necessary to select carriage veloc- 95 which adjusts the torch 43. This shaft 95 corresponds 
ity vector AB as the variable to maintain the welding in function to the vertical shaft 95 illustrated in FIG. 2. 
velocity vector A 0  constant. Therefore, the carriage ve- The synchro transmitter 221 produces a difference 
locity vector AB is obtained by multiplying the desired 20 voltage whose amplitude depends on the angular displace- 
welding velocity vector by the cosine of the angle +. ment in position of the crank arm shaft 95 and the 
Since the equivalent electrical values for the velocity computer control shaft 219. Whenever, the angle + com- 
vectors A 0  and BO of the right triangle AOB are easily puter 201 senses a change and the computer shaft 219 is 
obtainable from the apparatus described, these two elec- rotated by servo motor 217 the synchro tlansmitter 221 
tricaf values constitute adequate inputs for the instan- 25 gives a signal. 
taneous solution of the angle +. The synchro transformer 93 produces a voltage whose 
Since it is  usually desired to locate the torch 43 center- amplitude depends on the angular displacement in posi- 
line so  it  will be nearly perpendicular to the work it was tion of the clank arm shaft 95 and the computer shaft 
discovered that the angle + can also be used to represent 219 which operates the synchro transmitter 221. The 
the desired angle @' between the torch centerline and the 30 voltage output of the synchro transformer 93 is amplified 
actuator arm centerline by the law of similar triangles. by a servo amplifier 227 which drives the servo motor 
It  should also be noted that the actuator arm 13, track 101 to cause a displacement of the crank arm shaft 95 
16, torch 43, and work 45 are related to each other in until the two shafts 95 and 219 are the same angular 
accordance with the planar schematic of FIG. 4, although position. Thus, the angle of the torch shaft 95 is also rep- 
some of the elements may be located on different eleva- 35 resented by the angle +. 
tional planes. The centerline of the actuator arm 13 The carriage drive speed correction subcircuit 205 has 
should be in a first plane which is perpendicular to a a cosine potentiometer 223, a servo amplifier 233, and a 
tangent to the centerline of the track 16 at its intersec- servo motor 235 serving as the carriage drive. As the 
tion with the centerline of the arm 13. Also, this same computer shaft 219 is rotated, the cosine potentiometer 
first plane should pass through the point of intersection *0  223 will electlically reduce the power supply voltage 
0 formed by the centerline of the torch 43 and the work Ex, which is an analog of the desired welding or track- 
serface 45. A tangent line 18 to the work surface 45 at  ing velocity, by the cosine of the angle @ to obtain the 
the point of intersection 0 and the centerline of the desired electrical analog of the carriage speed which is 
torch 43 lie in a second plane which is perpendicular to fed into the servo amplifier 233 which drives the servo 
the first plane. The torch angle +' lies in the second plane 45 motor 235. 
between the first plane and the centerline of the torch. In operation, for example, as the actuator arm 13 
With these mechanical limitations in the apparatus a moves toward the work piece 45 the tachometer 
simplified solution of the problem of maintaining a con- generator 31 will cause a voltage to be fed to the servo 
stant welding speed and a suitable angle of the torch to motor 217 causing a rotation of the computer shaft 219. 
the work can be obtained. It  has been discovered that it is 50 The rotation of the computer shaft 219 will cause the 
both feasible and practicable to compute the necessary ~ynchro transmitter 221 to signal a change in the torch 
velocities and torch angles to weld very complicated angle adjustment shaft 95 and the cosine potentiometer 
shapes without the need of special work angle sensing 223 to change the carriage velocity. 
transducers and make the necessary adjustments to the The control circuit shown in FIG. 6 will discriminate 
apparatus in an instantaneous manner. 55 between UP-slope and down-slope of the work piece in 
Electrically, the angle + can be computed and the nec- to correctly position the torch angle adjustment 
essary signal given to the servo motor 101 of FIG. 2 by mechanism 19. The Power supply voltage EK is fed into 
the control circuit which is shown in FIG. 6. The electrical the degree and 270 degree terminals of the sine 
circuit is composed of the angle + computer subcircuit Potentiometer 211. The wiper 213 can be either positive 
201, the torch angle adjustment control subcircuit 203, 60 Or negative with respect to the 0 degree terminal. 
and the carriage velocity control subcircuit 205. If the tachometer voltage at terminal 237 is positive 
Voltage EK of the power supply 207 which is shown and at terminal 239 is negative, the wiper 213 must be 
in the carriage velocity control subcircuit 205 is selected positioned between 0 degree and 270 degrees to obtain 
to correspond with the desiled electrical analog of the eq"" and voltage. If the tachometer voltage at 
welding  speed^ The porver supply voltage EK is fed by 65 terrninal 239 is negative and at terminal 239 is positi.ve, 
leads 209 across opposite terminals of a sine polentiome- h f i  wipe1 213 nlubt be positioned between 0 degree and 90 degrees to obtain equal and opposite voltage, ter Z l l  in the angle m computer subcircuit 201 for corn- 
since *he voltage outpllt of the generator parison with the proximity actuator tachometer 31 analog 31 will have opposite polarity for each direction of move- 
voltage Ey. This is the same tachometer 31 illustrated in ment of the actuator arm the polality of the FIG. 1 which generates a volbage propoltional to the ve- tachometer 31 are used to discriminate betareen *he up- 
locity of the mOvement of the actuator arm f3  to and slow and down-slope of the work 45 with respect to the 
from the work 45. carriage track. 
The output of the tachometer generator 31 is placed It  is believed apparent that an improved apparatus for 
in series with the sine potentiometer wiper 211 to  oppose 75 supporting a welding head for automatic movement has 
3,448,732 
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been disclosed which enables the torch to maintain a de- which causes said mechanism means to maintain a 
sired angle to the work surface and a constant weld speed. torch at a desired angle to the work surface. 
Obviously, many modifications and variations of the 9. In a tracbirlg apparatus, a member adapted to track 
present invention are possible in liglit of the above teach- along a line in a work srtrface, 
ings. It is, therefore, to be understood that within the means imparting to said member a first velocity to- 
scope of the appended claims the invention may be prac- ward or away from the work surface as the surface 
ticed other than as specifically described. curves toward or away from the member as it tracks 
What is claimed is: along the line, 
1. In an apparatus of the type including a motor means imparting to said member a second velocity 
driven carriage traveling a track near a work surface, along the longitudinal direction of the line to he 
the carriage supporting an actuator arm perpendicular tracked, 
to the longitudinal direction of the tiack, and the actu- said first and second velocities being perpendicular to 
ator arm being automatically adjustable to maintain a each other so that the actual tracking velocity of the 
substantially constant distance between its end and the member is related to said first and second velocities 
work surface, comprising: 15 in the same manner as the hypotenuse of a right 
means for producing a first electrical analog of the triangle is related to its sides. 
actuator arm velocity toward and away from the 10. A tracking apparatus according to claim 9 includ- 
work surface, ing: 
reference means for producing a second electrical means for producing a first electrical analog of said 
analog corresponding to the desired tracking velocity 20 first velocity, 
of the end of said arm relative to the work surface, reference means for producing a second electrical an- 
and alog corresponding to the described tracking veloc- 
computer means utilizing inputs of said first and sec- ity of the member along the line of the work surface, 
ond electrical analogs to vary the velocity of said control means utilizing inputs of said first and second 
carriage so as to maintain a substantially constant 25 electrical analogs to vary said second velocity so as 
tracking velocity approximately equal to said desired to maintain a substantially constant track velocity of 
tracking velocity. the member along the line of the work surface. 
2. An apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said 11. A tracking apparatus according to claim 10 where- 
computer means includes: in : 
means for computing a first angle whose sine is the 30 said member is a welding torch. 
value of said first electrical analog divided by said 12. A tracking apparatus according to claim 11 in- 
second electrical analog, and cluding : 
means for driving said carriage at a velocity whose mechanism for manipulating said torch, and 
electrical analog corresponds to said second elec- said control means having a means for causing said 
trical analog multiplied by the cosine of said first 36 mechanism to maintain said torch at a desired angle 
angle. 
3. An apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said 
means for determining the first angle, conlprises: 
a computer shaft, 
a motor driving said computer shaft for rotative move- 40 
ment, 
a sine potentiometer having its wiper connected to said 
computer shaft, 
means for electrically connecting said second electrical 
analog to the input terminals of said sine poten- 43 
tiometer, 
means for applying said first electrical analog in series 
opposition to the electrical output of the sine poten- 
tiometer so as to produce a dilferential electrical 
output, 50 
means for driving said computer shaft motor with 
said differential output so said motor will rotate said 
wiper until said differential output is zero and where- 
by the rotation of said computer shaft from zero 
degrees is the first angle. 55 
4. An apparatus according to claim 3 wherein said 
means for driving said carriage include: 
a cosine potentiometer having its wiper connected to 
said computer shaft, 
means for applying said second electrical analog to 80 
the input terminals of said cosine potentiometer, 
means for driving said ca~liage motor with the elec- 
trical output of said cosine potentiometer. 
5. An apparatus according to claim 4 including: 
mechanism means on said actuating arm for manipu- 65 
lating a welding torch. 
6. An apparatus according to claim 5 wherein: 
said computer means includes a torch control means 
which causes said mechanism to maintain a torch at 
to the work. 
13. A tracking apparatus according to claim 10 where- 
in said means imparting to said member a second veloc- 
ity, includes: 
a mechanism for manipulating said member as it tracks 
a line in a work, and 
said control means also including means for causing 
said mechanism to maintain said member at a de- 
sired angle to  the work. 
14. A manipulator, comprising: 
a main frame member having a main axis, 
a movable member with two opposed ends along a 
center axis, 
a power means secured to said movable member ad- 
jacent one end, said power means having a drive 
shaft extending perpendicular to said center axis, 
a follower shaft journaled to said movable member 
adjacent its other end so as to be perpendicular to 
said center axis, 
a crank arm pivotally connected at one end to said 
main frame member along said main axis, and fixedly 
connected at its other end to said shaft of the power 
means, 
means for allowing said movable member to rotate 
about the pivot point between said crank arm and 
frame member while maintaining its center axis 
parallel or coincident with said main axis, and 
means connecting said crank arm and said follower 
shaft for lolaling said follower shaft the same angle 
that the crank arm pivots about the pivot point be- 
tween said crank arm and frame member. 
14. A manipulator as defined by claim 14 wherein said 
means for allowing said movable member to rotate, com- 
a desired angles to  the work surface. 7o prlse: 
7. An apparatus according to claim 1 including: a first shaft secured to said main frame member and 
mechanism means on said actuating arm for manipu- extending parallel with said main axis, 
latine a welding torch. a block member slidably mounted on said first shaft 
- - 
8. An apparatus according to claim '7 wherein: for back and forth movement, 
said computer means includes a torch control means 75 a cross shaft extending from said block member and 
3,443,732 
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secured thereto so as to be perpendicular lo said said body ntelnber having a horizonral annular portion 
first shaft, extending above said side blocks and elongated mem- 
said movable member being slidably mount& on said ber, 
cross shaft so as to slide back and forth and cause said vertical portion of said elongated member extend- 
the block member to slide back and forth on said g ing upwardly through the opening formed by said 
first shaft. annular portion, 
16. A manipulator as defined by claim 15 including: a crank arm pivoted at its forward end to the middle 
a welding torch secured to said follower shaft. of the forward portion of said horizontal annular 
17. A manipulator as defined by claim 14 including: portion of the body member, 
a welding torch secured to said follower shaft. 10 the rear of said crank arm being joined to the down- 18. A manipulator as defined by claim 17 wherein said wardly extending shaft of said motor, 
welding torch has a arc axis perpendicular to the center two parallel rods, each rod connected at  its forward 
axis of said follower shaft. end to opposite sides of said cross beam of the verti- 
19. A manipulator as defined by claim 14 including: cal shaft and at its rear to the crank arm on opposite 
control means for operating said power means as 15 
,ides of and equidistance to the downwardly extend- 
to obtain a desired rotation of said follow shaft. ing shaft of said motor, 20. A manipulator, comprising: 
a body member, whereby rotation of said motor shaft will cause said 
two parallel shafts secured at one end to said body elongated member to rotate about the crank arm 
member and extending forwardly therefrom, pivot to said annular portion and said crank arm to 
a block member slidably mounted on each of said 20 cause saids rods to push and pull on opposite sides 
shafts for back and forth movement, of said cross beam to cause said vertical shaft to 
a cross shaft extending between said block members pivot together with its mounting means. 
and secured thereto so as to be perpendicular to 21. A manipulator as defined by claim 20 including: 
said parallel shafts, 25 a welding torch secured to said mounting member. 
an elongated member extending between said block 
members and being slidably mounted on said cross References Cited 
shaft adjacent to its rear 
a vertical shaft journaled within the forward end of UNITED STATES PATENTS 
said elongated member, 30 3,267,251 8/1966 Anderson ---------- 219-125 
said vertical shaft having a mounting member on its 3,158,121 11/ 1964 Brems --------------- 228-7 
lower end and a cross beam on its upper end, 
said elongated member having at its rear a snbstan- RICHARD 11. EANES, JR., Prittl(iry E.~~~tlil~er. 
tially vertical portion supporting on a raised for- U.S. C1. X.R. 
wardly extending flange a motor with a shaft ex- 35 219-125 
tending vertically downwardly, 
